Uniting for Every Woman Every Child
A High-level reception co-organized by Every Woman Every Child Secretariat, the Government of India and the
Partnership for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (PMNCH)
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The @UN_EWEC movement provides a model of transformative and effective partnership for development! On
25 September learn how EVERYONE can play a part in ensuring woman, child and adolescent can survive, thrive
and transform the world. Join the discussion #EWECisME #UNGA
On 25 Sept, 200 high-profile global leaders and influencers will unite for @UN_EWEC to galvanize political
momentum and promote cross-constituency action, accountability and knowledge-sharing in support of every
woman, child and adolescent. Follow the discussion #EWECisME #UNGA
Delivering the @UN_EWEC Global Strategy calls for unity! And core @UN_EWEC Ecosystem partners @PMNCH,
H6Partnership and @theGFF are leading the way through common strategies and an integrated agenda for
women, children and adolescents. #EWECisME #UNGA
Realising the goals of @UN_EWEC Global Strategy & delivering the #SDGs means
✓UNITING around common strategies
✓Bold, innovative PARTNERSHIPS
✓Funding EQUITABLE HEALTH care to women, children and adolescents
✓Enhancing momentum for COUNTRY-LEVEL implementation
#EWECisME #UNGA [Add this tile]
By helping countries accelerate scaled, smarter #investments in #RMNCAH & #nutrition, we increase their
potential to achieve the #demographicdividend.
Through @theGFF Replenishment we can help countries close existing financing gaps in #health & nutrition.
#EWECisME #UNGA
Bold, innovative #partnerships are crucial to deliver concrete results for the world’s most vulnerable, including:
◽️building healthier, more stable communities
◽️vibrant economies, and
◽️resilient societies.
#EWECisME #UNGA
When we speak alone, we are only heard by some.
But together we can raise our collective voices to be heard around the world.
We must break down silos to ensure our efforts are sustainable, effective & inclusive—only then can we hope to
achieve the #GlobalGoals.
#EWECisME #UNGA

